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¡école!

Hiking in the Cañi Sanctuary

We at ¡école! love the Cañi and tend to wax eloquent about its
importance in the history of Chilean forest preservation and as a
sustainable eco-tourism project, its multiple forest eco-systems
and its deeper meaning as a ‘transforming vision’. You can learn
about these attributes from other sources. What you need to
know here is simply that the hike into the forest is challenging
and extremely worthwhile. Think of it as an aesthetically
pleasing, green equivalent to climbing the volcano.

Full-Day Hike into the Cañi
As you climb into the forest from the Liucura River
valley, you enter the land of the giant coïgues,
beech trees with a fantastic branch structure.
Birdsongs abound: the chucao, the magallanic
woodpecker, the fio fio. A bit further on (and up),
you enter alpine country with snow fed, crystalline
tarns surrounded by lenga and monkey puzzle pine
trees. The latter, the ‘araucaria’ from which our
region derives its name, thrived here during the
time of the dinosaurs and can be found only in the
100 kms of latitude surrounding Pucón. Abundant
wildflowers provide a changing, colorful backdrop
depending on the time of year.

Physically, one climbs about 1,000 meters to reach
the highest point, the spectacular ‘mirador’ with
it’s 360° view of the four surrounding volcanoes.
Lace your shoes tight as the climb can be hard on
heels. From the Cañi base you hike some 10 miles
round trip, but should allow for nearly 8 hours of
walking time. Add some time for simply sitting in
the forest. An early start will help you avoid the
heat on the way up the north-facing slope. Take a
liter of water and fill it as you climb (excellent
water is available at the stream which passes our
refugio, the mountain hut used for school groups
and the like). The route is clearly marked.
Spanish-speaking guides are available (sometimes
english speaking volunteers help out during the
summer).

Details
Cañi
Full-Day Hike
9am—6pm
$13.000
4 person minimum
Includes:
 Transport
 Local Guide
 Entrance fee to the
Cañi Sanctuary
(supports the Cañi
Guide Association,
the trained locals
who manage the
park, and park
maintenance)
Doesn’t Include:
Tips
What to Bring:
 Weather appropriate
comfortable clothes:
Fleece or wool and
rain jacket if at all
threatening rain
 Hiking Shoes
 Snack / Lunch
 Water bottle
 Hat
 Sunscreen

There are also local buses that leave from the Pullman Bus station at 7,8:50,9:15,13,14hrs and return, passing the
Cañi at 13,14,15,17:30,19hrs. The bus takes about 25-30 minutes and costs $500. The entrance fee to the Cañi
costs $3000 pesos.
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